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Experience the 
Crown Mat Difference!

For 75 years strong, we’ve been perfecting the 
science of floor mats for commercial and industrial 
applications. We have been using proprietary 
innovative technologies to further our products and 
provide incomparable value to the industry. 

We provide more options to customize your floor 
mats to fit your unique environment. We offer our 
customers a wide selection of colors, textures, 
thicknesses, sizes, borders, and backing options 
to select the best mat for their entrance or work 
environment.

Fight work Fatigue with our
Zedlan™ Comfort-King™ 

Mat Collection.

Energize your workforce with Zedlan™ anti-fatigue 
foam. Backed with a purpose since 1999, Zedlan™ 
Comfort-King™ foam mats provides more support, 
resilience, and cushion with premium ergonomic 
support in every step.

Zedlan™ Comfort-King™ foam relieves stress on 
muscles and pressure on joints for industry workers 
faced with the hard challenges of standing long hours 
on concrete floors. Our Zedlan™ Comfort-King™ 
mat collection provides more ergonomic support 
with three times more bounce than traditional foam-
backed mats.  Invest today to reduce your matting 
costs.

Choose from a variety of our top surfaces for enhanced 
durability made with Zedlan™ Comfort-King™ foam.

Stand on. 
Stand strong 

with Zedlan™!

Feel the difference!
Ask for a Zedlan chain set !

541 Workers-Delight™ Supreme™

546/556 Workers-Delight™ Slate™

540/550 Workers-Delight™  Deck Plate

560/562 Wear-Bond™ Comfort King™ 

440/445 Comfort-King™  



Reduce:

 Pain
  Accidents
  Absenteeism
  Insurance Premiums
  Employee Turnover Rate

Improve:

  Productivity
	Safety
  Alertness
  Attitude
	Comfort

Reduce Pain & 
       Improve Productivity 

Loss of movement due to standing, causes low 
blood flow to the legs and feet and can result 
in muscular inflammation and discomfort.
Insufficient blood flow accelerates the onset 
of fatigue and can cause pain in the muscles of 
the legs, back, and neck (these are the muscles 
used to maintain an upright position).

Zedlan™ foam mats relieve pressure and 
stress on your spine, muscles, and joints when 
standing and chairs are not an option.

Ask for Zedlan™ foam mats for 
premium comfort and support!

Go to www.CrownMats.com and watch our 
new  Zedlan™ Foam video to see it in action!

www.crownmats.com/blog/stand-on.-stand-strong-with-zedlan


